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You could say that making abstract art in SA at the moment is a perverse choice. There have certainly been 
times in Zander Blom’s career when he has thought so. In fact, at least part of his choice to engage with 
abstraction when he began his career as an artist a decade and a half ago was negation.

As a young artist, convinced that he loved art and wanted nothing more than to be an artist, he felt trapped 
by the pressures on contemporary artists to “say something of importance”. He also felt that the 
responsibilities towards his subject in representative art — whether a person, landscape or object — were 
debilitating. And he couldn’t see anything interesting in the alternative: taking his own subjectivity as a topic. 
And so, he says: “The only thing you can make art about then is art.”

https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times/lifestyle/2022-03-13-the-only-thing-to-really-make-art-about-is-art-says-
zander-blom/
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multiple languages”.

On the other hand, he had the nagging sense that making
art about art was “just boring and lame”. In times like
ours, isn’t that simply a cop-out? Besides, all the ideals
that drove abstraction in the 20th century seemed to
have been discredited and debased. The figurative art he
produced seemed to reach back to his childhood, when
his choices of subjects — dinosaurs and monsters —
seemed innocent and free.

When you look back, he seems always to have been
escaping either the tyranny of representation or the
tyranny of abstraction. In fact, he was right in the middle
of one of his abandonments — creating works and a
manifesto of sorts he called Garage-ism dealing with a
kind of aesthetic of abandonment and retrieval itself —
when he stumbled onto a technique that sent him right
back into the arms of abstraction with renewed faith, and
a new kind of maturity.

His latest solo exhibition, now on at Stevenson in Joburg
— Monochrome Paintings — is his 10th with the gallery
and this time, he says, he comes back to abstraction
“without guilt or shame, and without the need to criticise
it”.

In the past, part of his frustration has been his sense that his engagement with abstract art demanded a
degree of inbuilt critique, or at least a sense of knowingness — even cynicism — that now “seems like a very
youthful position”.

“I've realised you don't really need a reason to engage with abstraction,” he says. “You don't have to justify
your desire to engage with abstraction by having some kind of theoretical story”. It’s more simply tied to a
desire “to make paintings that feel innovative”.

“I figured out a way to create depth and texture, but without resorting to impasto,” he explains. In his earlier
work, he frequently piled on oils or painted on the backs of canvases “to make something that was visceral or
undeniable”.

As a young artist, convinced that he loved art and wanted nothing more than to be an artist, he felt trapped 
by the pressures on contemporary artists to “say something of importance”. He also felt that the 
responsibilities towards his subject in representative art — whether a person, landscape or object — were 
debilitating. And he couldn’t see anything interesting in the alternative: taking his own subjectivity as a topic. 
And so, he says: “The only thing you can make art about then is art.”

On the one hand, he was seduced by the stuff of art: the shades and gradients and textures he saw in 
photographs, for instance. “I don't have as much interest in human beings as I'd like to,” he admits. Art for 
him became first and foremost not about having something to say, and more about finding “a language or ...

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/IaBcR84vY7fIF4_AEZnetXRD6tm8DRzZsUFpYpea8AN7ygsxttSNMe3AnNHEfsAqNIMHi3smRN9wHX50E3KKREu9WiGDVz4ENtc=s1200
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Since his early 20s, though, he’d wanted to find a way to create the sense of depth and substance on a flat
surface. His idea was almost to “nullify” his own presence as the artist. He didn’t want to intrude on the
artwork — like a brooding, expressive figure à la Jackson Pollock — but rather to exist “like an old artist in
the background”.

He played around with various tools, techniques and applications — using spatulas and bits of cut-up rubber
and silicon, baking implements and the like to apply the paint and discover new effects. He devised a range
of “gradients, ripples, smears, textures”, delighted by the sense that through a simple technical innovation,
he was able to “visualise something that we wouldn’t have been able to visualise” even a few years ago.

“I can't really figure out what to say about them other than they’re abstract, but they're figuratively
suggestive,” he says. The works on the exhibition appear somehow organic. Where chance marks do seem to
resemble something figurative — he points out a banana, a seal’s head, a dog’s leg, a nose — he’s let some of
them be (although he admits to changing others when they were too literal-looking).

“With this work, what's really interesting is whatever figurative elements emerge, they're never quite one
thing, so you never feel trapped.”

Each work is a provisional “solution”, as he expresses it, to an infinite set of compositional possibilities. “It's
almost like every painting is its own moment in time because you're never going to be able to recreate that
thing, no matter how hard you try,” says Blom. 

There is nothing of the sense of a final statement about them. As such, each work is filled with a sense of
possibility: of more works and more expressions.

Looked at like this, it becomes clear that these works — Blom’s new guilt-free attitude — marks a new tone
in abstraction’s re-entry into the conversation about contemporary South African art. His realisation that
you don’t need an excuse to engage with abstract art is as true as ever: its history is indeed a century-long
story of abstraction reinventing itself in various places and at various times.

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/ULvrJ-8YA3uP9BQkuQTFG5zN_in-rdcP_kvrZHhRglkmPXlq_nx7hM7rCyXTv7M82KEJVdolb1jbIJiSXJB661-Aj0QuzsFgWQ=s1200
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The whole enterprise of abstraction though does involve a particular relationship between the individual and
the social realm: the collective aspects of politics and identity. Abstract art, by its nature, resists collective
consensus; it asserts the individual. Not just the individual consciousness of the artist — that snapshot
“moment in time” Blom alludes to — but also a certain awareness of the lone viewpoint of the viewer. Am I
seeing what everyone else is seeing in this work? Is my response purely personal? Does it have any relevance
outside of my own associations?

That, in a polarised and fragmented social and political context — but one that simultaneously demands
social consensus — is paradoxically where Blom’s latest foray into abstraction might find special relevance.
The individual, isolated, inward-looking moment represented in these works embodies the very tensions
between the individual and social that drives cultural change.

Zander Blom's current exhibition at Stevenson Gallery.
Image: Supplied

In his Mellon Lectures in 2003, the American critic Kirk Varnedoe, one of the greatest and most eloquent
proponents of abstract art and its ongoing importance, compares the isolated consciousness inherent in the
abstract artwork to the sand in an oyster. In asserting our differences, abstract art does not admit defeat or
merely articulate defiance. It acknowledges the necessity of communication, negotiation and engagement.
It’s not a nihilistic shrug that our differences are insurmountable, but rather the very cause and motivation
for interacting and bridging them — always provisionally, never perfectible.

As much as a youthful Zander Blom might have worried about the lameness of making art about art, it's
actually a powerful assertion of the importance of art as a driver of cultural change: not as the mere
expression or illustration of the weighty issue of the day.  That's why Blom’s renewed engagement with
abstraction is vital and exciting and timely: because it's regenerative, because there's more if it, because it
carries on.
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“I have believed in the idea of perpetual change as a vehicle for innovation and discovery in painting for a long time,” South African artist Zander Blom 
wrote in the statement accompanying his 2016 solo exhibition at Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town. For over a decade, he had been re�ecting on the 
conceptual and material parameters of abstraction through experiments in non-�gurative painting. But a change was in the o�ng. In his subsequent 
solo show, in 2018, the scribbles, doodles and sketchy creature-�gures that occupied his drawings now found their way onto his canvases, heralding a 
new phase in his painting that is still unfolding.

Zander’s current work features fantastic beasts, scrawls and ri�s on famous art works from the European canon. Working in oil pastels and oil paint on 
irregular pieces of loose canvas which are then collaged onto larger stretched canvases, these works, playful and irreverent in tone, continue his deep 
fascination with the language of mark-making and material.

For his most recent solo exhibition earlier this year, Zander wrote: “there has only ever been one constant, one permanent [focus]: an endless infatuation 
and frustration with painting and mark-making—a stubborn, impatient desire to will paint into a compelling composition or expression of some sort.” 
While the style or direction of his work may change, Zander’s commitment to art and the life of an artist never wavers. Working incessantly and 
proli�cally, his art re�ects his deep fascination with material, art history, and process.

Zander’s start in the art world was as part of a three-piece collective wryly named Avant Car Guard who created satirical mock-art poking fun at South 
African art history and institutions. Around the same time, in his independent practice, he was engaged in photographing and documenting the process 
of creating elaborate installations. Following this he deep-dived into abstract painting following an ever-tightening set of compositional rules and 
guidelines. Zander’s work has been exhibited widely in South Africa and Europe. In 2014 he was the recipient of the Jean-François Prat Prize for 
contemporary art in Paris, and is included in Phaidon’s latest anthology of contemporary painting, Vitamin P3: New Perspectives in Painting (2016).

https://artmazemag.com/i-want-to-paint-like-theres-no-tomorrow-in-conversation-with-zander-blom/

https://artmazemag.com/author/layla-leiman/


AMM: Hi Zander! In an interview in the book 9 More Weeks you say that “The only thing I know for sure is that I want to be an artist and make 

paintings.” How has your understanding of yourself as an artist changed over the years and where is it at now?

ZB: I think that, for me, being an artist ultimately has to do with freedom and purpose. It’s about �nding a way to be free both in a practical everyday sense 

and in what you pursue intellectually—to be able to make and think and live with the fewest constraints from society. Basically it’s about being able to do 

your own thing, whatever that might be.

So what is my own thing? I’ve had a longstanding interest in art history, particularly painting and modernism. I like working with drawing, photography, 

collage, video, but painting has always been at the top of the hierarchy for me. To be a painter, and to live the life of a painter, has been a dream since I 

was very young. What that dream entails, in practical and intellectual terms, is: I get to choose what I look at and think about. I choose what I make and the 

hours I work. I work from home and get to be by myself in a studio all day, to work with my hands, to experiment endlessly, and to take part in a visual 

conversation that has been going on for a very long time. But the dream is also caught up in the desire to do something of value with my life, and to �nd 

some kind of meaning and purpose that goes beyond just surviving.

Perhaps it also has to do with an imagined sense of belonging. In art I’ve found a place where I feel at home, a place of refuge. This is a total projection, of 

course, but that doesn’t make it any less real for me. I don’t know if I understood this when I was younger. But I read somewhere that we are way too 

critical of our younger selves—looking back we tend to judge very harshly, thinking that our current selves have a much better grip on things, that we’ve 

made progress. I’m probably more similar to my 18-year-old self than I would like to admit.

AMM: What is your earliest art-related memory?

ZB: My childhood is full of art-related memories. I’ve been lucky in that art was a big part of my mother’s life. She created a kind of cocoon of art and craft 

that I grew up inside. My memories range from making pottery and jewelry, and painting murals on the walls of our house with my siblings, to extra art 

classes and visiting museums. There are some images from art books that feel like they’ve been burnt into my retinas because I spent so much of my 

childhood looking at them. In a way what I do today is merely a continuation of the cocoon that my mother created for her children and herself.





AMM: A few years ago your work changed focus signi�cantly. What in�uenced this shift and what ideas are you currently exploring in your work?

ZB: The most drastic change is the shift from abstraction into �guration. This change felt massive at the time, but now it feels like just another small and inevitable step 

towards the artist I want to become. I had been working exclusively with abstraction for such a long time that I exhausted my infatuation with it. I’ve also started bringing 

more humour into the mix—something that I tended to reserve for side/group projects. At the moment I want to paint like there is no tomorrow, like I have nothing to 

lose. Still, I �nd it challenging to work in a mode where everything is permitted, because I can’t completely escape my own rules. I can be pretty sti� and conservative 

when it comes to painting, and there are many things I haven’t explored yet. I’m slowly making inroads and loosening up, but what I’m really trying to do is push myself 

and all my bullshit rules and mental limitations o� a cli�.

AMM: Your recent show at Stevenson continues your experiments with a pictorial language, which you describe as “frenzied �guration”.  

What limitations and possibilities does this �gurative language o�er you?

ZB: There’s a kind of freedom in abstraction. You don’t have to engage with the visible world, you don’t have to tie yourself up with real objects or subjects. With �guration 

you are plunged back into the world of people and things. I’ve been enjoying the change, reconnecting with �guration, probably because I stepped away from it for so 

long.

AMM: We �rst saw these �gurative elements appear in your work in mixed-media drawings. How did you develop and translate these scribble and loose 

marks into your painting idiom?

ZB: It started with these rough and irreverent drawings I was doing on reproductions of Mondrian paintings in the pages of books. I really liked the quality of the lines I 

was getting with grease pencils (Sharpie peel-o� china markers) on glossy paper. I also thought that there was room to expand the language of scribbles and monsters 

into something more complex. I wanted to move this language onto canvas and �nd a way to get the same quality of line and texture on a bigger scale. Then it was a case 

of experimenting with di�erent mediums and techniques until I found the right tools for the job. I currently use oil sticks and big oil pastels predominantly. Sometimes I’ll 

scrape oil paint onto a canvas roughly with a palette knife, but there is no detailed palette knife or brush work. In general I’m trying to stay away from mediums and 

techniques that will allow the perfectionist in me to come alive—I need my pedantic OCD self to stay dormant in order for these works to succeed.

AMM: What role does colour play in your work? How do you work with it?

ZB: My colour palette isn’t very sophisticated. I tend to grab oil sticks impulsively—almost randomly—and just make marks on canvas. I’ve never been too academic about 

colour. It’s been either black and white or anything goes. I only seem to have two speeds. That said, the oil sticks that I’ve been using come in quite a limited colour range. 

For example, if I want to use blue I only have a couple of di�erent blues to choose from. So it’s also a case of having to make it work within the limits of what’s available.

AMM: Your work has always been positioned in relation to art history. 

In your current paintings monster-beasts are mashed up with 

reproductions and ri�s on modern art classics – Picasso, Mondrian, 

Pollock. How do these seemingly disparate elements �t together?

ZB: A surprising aspect of the current work is that the combination of all 

these elements in a single painting makes it into a kind of self-portrait. The 

juxtaposition of these various images ends up saying quite a lot more as a 

whole than I anticipated. I also think the paintings are generous in that they 

give the eye so much to look at. Most people will recognise the art history 

references because they are so universally known, and this creates a sense 

of familiarity. These paintings often look like a teenager’s end-of-year art 

presentation, and I like that too. In general there is a weirdly celebratory, 

joyful quality to these works.

Art history has been a kind of hook for me to hang things on. Because it has 

been such a big part of my life, it feels like home. Who am I without these 

references that I spent so many years looking at? My identity is all caught up 

in it, probably because I didn’t want to hang my identity on anything else that 

was around me when I grew up. I still don’t know where to place myself, or 

how to really deal with my context in any other way. What is there in this 

world that is worth attaching yourself to, other than art? I know this isn’t a 

remotely logical argument, and sometimes I’m not sure if I’m exploring art 

history or hiding inside it, but I know I have to throw the net wider and dig 

deeper. The monster-beasts are at least a start in that direction.

Zander Blom, Man with a Straw Hat and Ice Cream, oil on linen, 82 x 82 cm



AMM: There’s a playfulness in your current work which was absent in your abstract paintings. The paintings look like you’re having fun making them. Is this 

the case?

ZB: I’ve been thinking a lot about the balance between being absolutely free and making the best work that you can possibly make, being the best artist you can be. Often 

these two things don’t align and you �nd yourself doing tedious work to achieve some technique or e�ect in order to make a better painting. This is not ideal, but it’s also 

no use having a great time in the studio that delivers mediocre results. Sometimes you have to refuse to do things that are painful or boring in order to keep your sanity, 

and other times you have to bite the bullet and sacri�ce fun in service of the work. But you have to keep a healthy balance because if you want to be an artist in the long 

run you can’t a�ord to lose your love for the job.

For sure, I’m having fun making these new works, but it took a lot of frustration and failed attempts before I worked out all the kinks concerning technique and visual 

reference material. It’s �owing very nicely right now, and that feeling of breaking new ground can carry one very far—as it did when I was doing pure abstraction. But it is 

still early days for this vernacular, and it’s going to be interesting to see how long it will go in this direction before another big break becomes necessary.

AMM: What is the appeal for you in scribbles and seemingly naïve mark-making?

Zander Blom, Composition with Stu�, oil on linen, 240 x 170 cm

ZB: Mark-making is its own kind of language. You can make happy, sad, angry, lighthearted or demented marks; you can make virtuosic, pompous or amateurish marks. 

You can make stingy or generous marks. There is so much you can say with the quality and shape of a line or mark. It’s like acting in the way that it allows you to play

di�erent characters. Sometimes I scribble in a very deliberate way because it signi�es something speci�c in a composition, but other times I scribble just because I don’t 

know what else to do. A lot of the time I don’t know what a painting or drawing is going to be—I just start by making marks randomly out of frustration or excitement and 

hope that something interesting will happen.



Zander Blom, Duck Bu�et, oil on linen, 198 x 150cm

AMM: What does a typical day in studio for you look like?

ZB: I wake up, make co�ee, come sit in the studio. Have a smoke, check email, look at my diary. The diary is full of lists of things to do. I cross out some, add new ones,==

and then loiter about for a while, walking in circles. Eventually I start doing whatever needs to be done: drawing, painting, research, edit a video, master some tracks for a==

side project, do my tax stu�, organise the studio, clean working utensils, order stu� from the hardware store, etc. More co�ee at some point, then a snack, then perhaps==

I’ll look at an artist interview online or catch up on exhibitions around the world on Vernissage TV. Then back to work, maybe a podcast is playing in the background.==

Hours go by, and at some point it’s dinner time. My wife Dominique and I make dinner together, and then watch a bit of Net�ix. Then it’s back to work for a couple of==

hours, more co�ee, get distracted, watch some more YouTube videos, read artist interviews and look at random stu� on the internet, more co�ee, work a bit more, get==

tired, pour a night cap or two, pass out on the couch, wake up two hours later, crawl into bed.

AMM: You seem to work proli�cally. What are your daily rituals that feed you creatively?

ZB: I feel like I can’t not be proli�c because I have to work through things in reality, not just in my head; I end up making a lot of physical objects as a result. The process of==

making does tend to feed itself, because it’s like pulling a string: one thing leads to the next and the next and the next. But making isn’t everything. I look at a lot of art—it’s 

pretty much all I look at. I have many bookmarks of art websites and YouTube channels that I regularly check, and I look at stu� in art books. I love buying books—I=have 

piles and piles of them. I make pilgrimages to bookshops every once in a while and usually return with a box or two. Books feed me in a way that is di�erent from=the 

internet, maybe because they hang around, they are here in the room, physical matter, not just immediately forgotten like so much stu� you see online. They are like=the 

bricks that I build my house with.

AMM: Process has been a central aspect of your work over the years. Can you 

tell us more about this, and also how your approach has changed in more 

recent work?

ZB: In the early 2000s, when I was working on a project called The Drain of Progress, 

I realized that the process and the motivation behind the handmade objects I was 

making was very often way more interesting than the objects themselves. So I made 

the documentation of the process the primary focus of the project. This quickly led 

to a practice of making more ephemeral installations in my bedroom which I 

photographed and then dismantled. That way of working ran its course and after 

another two projects like it (The Travels of Bad and The Black Hole Universe), I 

became less interested in documentation and process and more interested in 

making handmade objects. I still document the evolution of the studio but it isn’t at 

the forefront of what I show on exhibitions these days. It has become more of a 

secondary narrative, and in a sense the studio isn’t performing for the camera 

anymore.

Perhaps I realised that the focus on process was stopping me from becoming a 

painter. I was going down a road of conceptual photography that relied heavily on 

explanatory texts and titles. So I pulled my focus back to painting, and working 

towards putting everything of importance into the �nal handmade object. This is of 

course impossible, because so much of how we look at a painting or any kind of art 

object is informed by the history and information around it, but I wanted to try to 

make things that had a bit more of a chance at standing on their own. Not to 

mention how satisfying it was to put the camera down and focus on the materiality 

of paint and canvas, after years of looking at a computer screen grading images in 

Photoshop, and tearing my hair out trying to choose the best shot out of 700 

images that all looked pretty much the same.



AMM: What is The Bad Reviews all about?

ZB: The Bad Reviews is a collaboration between myself and art critic Sean O’Toole. Together we make music, music videos and various art objects. Sean is quite the music=

junkie, and I have dabbled in music throughout my career. We got together through this shared interest. While Sean had never made any music, he was curious enough=

to let me drag him into the studio and start recording random improvisations. After a couple of sessions like this it just snowballed into a full-on multimedia art project.=

Sean has a wealth of content and a beautiful weirdness inside him that just bubbles up to the surface when you put him in front of a microphone. It’s been amazing for=

me to try and �nd the best musical forms/styles to complement what comes out of him. While he gets into his anecdotes and rants I’m on a synthesizer making the=music, 

so we both react to each other in the moment and that’s how we make songs. Our �nal recordings are chopped out of these long sessions. The whole thing is very=

amateurish of course, and I think that’s what makes it special—it has a very Dada punk vibe.

Collaborations breathe new life into my usually solitary world. I try to make a point of getting involved in collaborative projects from time to time because it is an excuse=

for me to hang out with other people and get out of my own head. I would be a very di�erent artist had it not been for all the things I learnt from all the people I’ve=

collaborated with over the years.

AMM: What are you reading, watching, listening to right now?

ZB: I speed read through a lot of stu� on the internet, as we all do. I just read about two-thirds of a review of Matthew Barney’s new show on Artforum today, and I=

generally check out what Jerry Saltz has to say, but I haven’t read a book from cover to cover in quite a while. I’ve just been too distracted. My literature of choice is mostly=

artist biographies and interviews. The last stu� I gave a proper read was a bunch of Hans-Ulrich Obrist interview books; a short book of Duchamp interviews by Calvin=

Tomkins; Portraits: John Berger on Artists—this is a fantastic read; and Gauguin’s Ramblings of a Wannabe Painter—also a great and often hilarious read. I’m currently=

trying to get into the Henri Cartier-Bresson: Interviews and Conversations book as well as the biography of him by Pierre Assouline, but I keep dropping the ball. I’ve also=

started Arthur C. Danto’s dramatically titled After the End of Art, and a book called The Books that Shaped Art History, but I don’t think I’ve gotten further than 10 pages in=

with either. I’m a big sucker for the DVD sections in museum gift shops, and the YouTube channels of the big art institutions like Tate. MoMA has all these videos about=art 

restoration on their channel that I really enjoy. I’ve got bookmarks for gallery websites and some Instagram feeds that I regularly check out, although I’m not on any=social 

media myself. There is also this guy James Kalm’s YouTube channel—he �lms openings around New York with running commentary; it’s casual but informative, I=�nd 

them pretty enjoyable. And I love Vernissage TV—they �lm important exhibitions around the world in a very professional and neutral/slick way. I recommend=checking out 

their channel for anyone who doesn’t have access to the real thing— sometimes these are enjoyable to watch purely as sociological documents of the art=world and the 

people who show up for it at this moment in time. I listen to a bunch of di�erent podcasts, probably the usual suspects, and for music I tend to download=whatever gets a 

decent Pitchfork rating.

AMM: Lastly, do you have any interesting projects coming up? What’s next for you?

ZB: I’ve had a pretty busy schedule for the last six or eight months, and things are just starting to slow down now. I’m going to try and extend this peace in the studio for=

as long as I can, read a book or two from cover to cover, and go into a deep dive of research and experimentation for the next batch of paintings.

Find out more about the artist: www.zanderblom.com (http://zanderblom.com/)

Interview by Layla Leiman for ArtMaze Magazine.

B Y L AY L A L E I M A N
A U T H O R

I was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, in the middle of the eighties. My interest in art and creative practice was nurtured from early on through my education at

a Waldorf school. I studied Journalism and English Literature and received my BA Hon. (English Literature) in 2009. I began my career in advertising, and in 2013

joined a �edgling team running a creative showcase blog. This grew into the largest arts and culture online publication in South Africa and in 2015 I took over as

editor, leading a team of six other writers and refocusing the publication in a more re�ective and critical strategic direction. The following year I attempted a hiatus=from 

writing to explore career opportunities within the art industry. I received a curatorial mentorship award and in mid-2017 joined an art auction house as a=cataloguer. At 

the same time new editorial relationships developed, one of which was with ArtMaze Mag. In addition to contributing regularly to AMM, I co-run a

micro content production agency focusing on brands in the design and lifestyle industries and am head of communication at Pro Helvetia Johannesburg, the liaison
o�ce for the Swiss Arts Council in South Africa.

http://zanderblom.com/


Memorable moments from a weekend of new fairs where art trumps celebrity-watching.

Text by Jori Finkel Photographs by Graham Walzer

Feb. 19, 2019

Galleries participating in art fairs tend to judge their success by the numbers — not only profits from their sales but also how many new collectors they met 

who stay in touch. But for visitors, what matters most is less quantifiable: Was the fair experience memorable? And how was the art?

For many viewers reached by a reporter and photographer for The New York Times, the inaugural edition of Frieze Los Angeles and the upstart Felix LA art 

fair last weekend succeeded on those fronts, dispelling a longstanding notion of the city as a graveyard for art fairs and underscoring its vitality as an art center.

Frieze, set at Paramount Studios, commissioned artworks for the five-acre New York streetscape on the backlot and they helped to give the fair a different vibe, 

from Hannah Greely’s paintings of laundry on a clotheslines to Sarah Cain’s wall-to-window takeover of a classic brownstone apartment, including a brilliant 

stained-glass window.

In the big tent housing 70 gallery booths there were many discoveries to be made. They ranged from a stridently colored, puzzle-like painting of female factory 

workers by the little-known Sacramento artist Irving Marcus (age 89) at Parker Gallery to a reconstruction of Judy Chicago’s important 1965 “Zig Zag” 

sculpture at Jeffrey Deitch.

Hans Ulrich Obrist, the artistic director of Serpentine Galleries in London, who typically leads two to three trips a year for patrons, called his trip “one of the 

most exciting we’ve ever had.” He praised the “village-like experience of the Paramount lot,” the fair’s manageable size (less than half that of Frieze New York) 

and the various satellite fairs and pop-up events around it.

Frieze and Felix Turn Heads in Los Angeles

At the mock New York streetscape at the Paramount Studios backlot, commissions by artists included Hannah Greely’s “High and Dry” painted clothesline (2019). Graham Walzer for The New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/19/arts/design/frieze-la-felix-art-fairs.html

https://www.nytimes.com/by/jori-finkel
https://www.nytimes.com/


Komal Shah, a Bay Area collector and trustee at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, praised the strong showing of women artists across Frieze and

singled out as a Felix standout the room of the Chicago gallerist Kavi Gupta, which featured one wall of paintings by AfriCOBRA (African Commune of Bad

Relevant Artists) — an artist collective that helped define the vision of the Black Arts Movement of the 1960s and 70s.

“I did hear a couple of dealers at Frieze lamenting that the L.A. crowd seemed to be more conservative than New York — more interested in paintings than

conceptual work,” she said. “But I thought the dealers brought great works. And I loved the energy.”

Howard Rachofsky, the Dallas collector, agreed. “I don’t ever remember Frieze New York actually being fun — and this was,” he said. “My sense is this will be

the first of many Frieze fairs out here.” Tickets had quickly sold out, with the final tally of attendance at 30,000. Bettina Korek, the Frieze L.A. director,

confirmed the London-based group would return in 2020.

Dean Valentine, the co-founder of Felix, said that given the crowds and positive feedback, he was “excited to start the process” of planning for the future.

Here are some highlights from the fairs’ debut editions.

THE T LIST: A weekly roundup of what the editors of T Magazine
are noticing and coveting right now.

Sign Up

Seventy galleries, under the Frieze tent designed by Kulapat Yantrasast, included those from Los Angeles, London, New York, Seoul,
Mexico City and Paris, among other cities. Graham Walzer for The New York Times

http://www.artnews.com/top200/komal-shah-gaurav-garg/
http://kavigupta.com/
http://kavigupta.com/exhibition/africobra-50/
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-collector-helped-build-dallass-texas-sized-art-scene


A collaboration between Zander Blom and Sean O’Toole at the Stevenson gallery during Felix. Graham Walzer for The New York Times

A couple commuting between floors of the Hollywood Roosevelt hotel, looking for art openings in rooms during Felix. Graham Walzer for The New York Times



Art

Placing Art in Hotel Rooms Can Yield Genuinely Surprising Results
At the inaugural Felix Art Fair in Los Angeles, visitors can weave in and out of the poolside rooms with relative ease, though
expect the usual hustle-and-bustle feel of art commerce in action.

by Jennifer Remenchik
February 15, 2019

Dan Finsel and Kaari Upson presented by Michael Benevento (all photos by the author for Hyperallergic)

LOS ANGELES — After a morning of uncharacteristically torrential rains, Felix, the debut art fair of mega-
collector Dean Valentine, opened in the historic Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel to much fanfare and generous
attendance. The fair consists of two main sections with special projects interspersed throughout the building. The
�rst, and far more accessible section, the Cabanas, hosts everything from a brightly colored interactive musical
booth by Esther Pearl Watson and Mark Todd at Susanne Vielmetter to a more serene selection of Roger White
paintings laid out lovingly on a hotel bed at Grice Bench. Fair-goers can weave in and out of the ground-�oor
poolside rooms with relative ease, though expect the usual hustle-and-bustle feel of art commerce in action.

https://hyperallergic.com/485229/felix-art-fair-los-angeles-2019/

https://hyperallergic.com/
https://hyperallergic.com/category/art/
https://hyperallergic.com/author/jennifer-remenchik/
https://www.facebook.com/FelixArtFair/


Esther Pearl Watson and Mark
Todd at Susanne Vielmetter

Roger White on a hotel bed at
Grice Bench

Valentine has said he wanted to eliminate this general commercial feel of art fairs, and, to a certain extent, he 
did. The hotel rooms do give the possibility of �nding something genuinely unexpected in a way temporary white 
walls never again will, including one moment of sheer delight I had spotting a beautifully strange sculpture of 
stacked human feet by Mella Jaarsma, placed in front of a �oor-length bathroom mirror at Baik + Khneysser. 
However, there is no way to make concerned or disappointed-looking gallerists (on their cell phones or staring 
curmudgeonly o� into space, respectively) look like anything other than evidence of “transactions” or lack 
thereof.

Zander Blom at Stevenson

https://news.artnet.com/market/dean-valentine-felix-1466296


Vito Acconci at Kenny Schachter Al Freeman at 56 Henry

A major hiccup in fair operations had to do with the one segment of government that seems to run with
astounding e�ciency: the Fire Marshal had the entire second section of the fair, located on the 11th �oor, on a
veritable lockdown. What this meant, practically speaking, was that the line for the elevator was almost out the
door and the rewards were mixed for those who chose to brave it. Once upstairs, the hotel rooms were sparsely
attended by design and despite a humorously striking tangerine dog by Ilona Rich tucked away in a shower stall in
the Kenny Schachter booth (it was a great day for bathroom art), most galleries chose not to utilize the hotel
rooms in any particularly novel way, instead settling on safe, sellable artworks and presentations — a missed
opportunity. That being said, The 13th Floor, an exhibition curated by Andrew Berardini and presented by the
French Committee of Art Galleries, is a must-see. Between the view, the takeaway newspaper essay that doubles
up as an exhibition checklist, and the French �lm noir vibes of the work, the grand �nale of the Felix fair makes it
worth the trip up.

© 2021 Hyperallergic.

Proudly powered by Newspack by Automattic

The Felix Art Fair continues at the Hollywood Roosevelt (7000 Hollywood Blvd, Los Angeles) through Sunday, February
17. You can check out our Concise Guide to Frieze Los Angeles Week here.
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Zander Blom explores 21st
century modernism at
Stevenson, Cape Town

DANIEL SCHEFFLER

For his sixth solo show at Stevenson Gallery in Cape Town, artist Zander Blom showcases his unique expression of modernism. Pictured: Untitled [1.777], 2016

C ape Town-based musician and artist Zander Blom is once again showing at
Cape Town’s Stevenson Gallery. A new show, simply entitled ’New Paintings’,
will be his sixth solo show with the gallery. For this exhibition, his most
divulging, he ’followed the medium instead of trying to make it follow me’.

Known for his expression of modernism through the eyes of a young person living in 
a politically and socially interesting Johannesburg at the inception of the 21st 
century, Blom’s new work is an extension of exactly that. ’I have believed in the idea 
of perpetual change as a vehicle for innovation and discovery in painting for a long 
time,’ confesses Blom. ’Even though the overarching themes in my work have much 
remained the same over the last decade, my style and techniques have gone through 
many transformations.’

Blom characteristically creates modular forms in paint or printmaking that are then 
constructed and deconstructed whilst being documented at all stages. The 
documentation, in the form of photography, is mostly staged in his home. ’My 
current home studio is more or less the shape of a shoebox. One-third of the shoebox 
is the safe side, a painting-free zone with a couch, coffee table and two working 
tables. The other two-thirds is full of canvas and paint,’ he says.

https://www.wallpaper.com/art/zander-blom-explores-21st-century-modernism-at-stevenson-in-cape-town

By his own declaration he decided early on in his career to be a ’productive, prolific 
and non-suicidal artist’ following his own whims and impulses. His new expression 
collects this awareness and reveals some of his inner workings – including what he 
calls ’cabin fever’ in his studio.

https://www.wallpaper.com/author/daniel-scheffler
https://www.wallpaper.com/tags/modernism
https://www.wallpaper.com/tags/painting
https://www.wallpaper.com/tags/painting
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wallpaper.com/art/zander-blom-explores-21st-century-modernism-at-stevenson-in-cape-town&text=Zander%20Blom%20explores%2021st%20century%20modernism%20at%20Stevenson,%20Cape%20Town&via=wallpapermag
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wallpaper.com/art/zander-blom-explores-21st-century-modernism-at-stevenson-in-cape-town&text=Zander%20Blom%20explores%2021st%20century%20modernism%20at%20Stevenson,%20Cape%20Town&via=wallpapermag


Despite the deceptively simple title ’New Paintings’, Blom’s new show is his most divulging 
yet. Pictured left: Untitled [1.767]  , 2016. Right: Untitled [1.763],  2016

Photography courtesy the artist and Stevenson Gallery

ADDRESS

Stevenson Gallery 
Buchanan Building 
160 Sir Lowry Road 
Woodstock 7925 
Cape Town

TELEPHONE

27.214 621 500

GALLERIES PAINTING SOUTH AFRICA

VIEW GOOGLE MAPS

isB lpoartm  oef xTpI laMiendsi,a  ’IL ihmaivteed .b Aellil eRvigehdt si nR etsherev iedd.ea of perpetual change as a vehicle for innovation and 
discovery in painting for a long time.’ Pictured: Untitled [1.761], 2016

By his own declaration, he decided early on in his career to be a ’productive, prolific and non-
suicidal artist’ that follows his own whims and impulses. Pictured: Untitled [1.765], 2016

https://www.wallpaper.com/art
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wallpaper.com/art/zander-blom-explores-21st-century-modernism-at-stevenson-in-cape-town&text=Zander%20Blom%20explores%2021st%20century%20modernism%20at%20Stevenson,%20Cape%20Town&via=wallpapermag
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wallpaper.com/art/zander-blom-explores-21st-century-modernism-at-stevenson-in-cape-town&text=Zander%20Blom%20explores%2021st%20century%20modernism%20at%20Stevenson,%20Cape%20Town&via=wallpapermag










DeadMen, New
Paintings:

Zander Blom’s ‘New Paintings’
A review by Felix Kawitzky on the 21st of March 2016. This should take you 4

minutes to read.

STEVENSON, Cape Town 

03.03.2016 – 09.04.2016

I am wandering the exhibition space – the pristine white walls with paintings hung just so,

artfully tilted or set right with a spirit level – when a sudden chill runs down my spine. For a

moment my body goes cold, and then the feeling passes. This is how I know there are ghosts

afoot.

Using Zander Blom as a mortal vessel, the spirits of Mondrian and Picasso have risen from

the grave to haunt the walls of the Stevenson. These unruly poltergeists are playing tug of

war. They have fought over the artist’s hand, using it to scribble profanities and childish

doodles over each other’s printed faces.

Blom: you may believe that you are unpacking and engaging with the forms and traditions of

abstraction, and the history of Modern Art, but actually I think you might be a spirit medium.

You have struggled with these conicting forces – chaos and order, breadth and depth – for

so long (or so your artist statement says), and they have had a tremendous effect on your

work. The bizarre outcome here is that it turns out Michael Stevenson simultaneously

represents Picasso and Mondrian in 2016.

Certainly, Blom must have written his

sprawling artist statement while

possessed by the spirits of some

Abstract Expressionists with

unnished business. To this day, the

project of Modernism remains

famously unresolved, and (perhaps

spookiest of all) continues to haunt

our art history books, primary and

tertiary education systems, and
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Zander Blom, Modern Painting: Piet

Mondrian [Detail]. 2015-6. Mixed media on

paper

galleries.

This seductive incompletion is also

the hold it keeps on the living world – an eternal recurrence in the guise of postmodern

deconstruction or irreverent play. These are the dangerous incantations which bring it back

to life. What will you do with these restless souls, now you have conjured them? Their

symbols and their power breeze through the exhibition, scoff at Blom’s iterations, his critical

form (his critique of form). This is not to say that the master narratives of Modernism should

never be tampered with, only that masters are as masters do – they threaten to take control,

and they have taken control here.

And so, locked in an unending struggle, the two Modernist heavyweights wrestle bitterly over

the canvasses, blocks of pure pigment interrupted and distorted by the spiteful, jagged

edges of irregular shapes and inconsistent colours – a grudge match taking place inside their

shared human host. The paintings look uncomfortable; petulant men sleeping head to toe in a

single bed (or grave). Their untreated canvasses seep with the greasy ectoplasm shed in

these grisly skirmishes. These are the dead, rotting, reexive, romantic carcasses of the

avant garde, doomed to repeat the same mistakes. No wonder Blom is tired.

The grand battles that play out in the paintings manifest

in miniature in the series of drawings and prints that

constitute the rest of the exhibition. This is a space for

some (self?) reection and some humour. The

cartoonish drawings, scrawled over pages from

monographs and Helen Gardner-equivalents and

photocopies of serious Mondrian paintings, go some

way towards a demystication of the 20th century

master narratives. At a second glance though, see the

malevolent spirit of Picasso seizing Blom’s hand and

taunting Mondrian the Stiff (stop hitting yourself, stop

hitting yourself, etc). While the idea here seems to be to

destabilise and delegitimise, the drawings remain

stubbornly self-satised, smug, still wrought with

comfort and condence. A portrait of Piet has been given make-up and nail polish, mocked

and rendered impotent (read: feminised) by Pablo’s virility. The spectre of machismo still

looms large, has not quite been exorcized from the space, or the artist. The forces inside

Zander Blom pull him into a perpetual Post Modern post mortem.

There are moments in this particular series of works where he seems to come back to

himself. In one drawing, the title page of Farewell to Pure Abstraction has the image of a

tombstone scribbled onto it, two hands breaking through the burial mound. In another, an

alien stands next to a textbook Mondrian painting, the number 666 written across its

forehead. Who has drawn this alien, this grave? I believe it to be Blom himself, grasping the

rare moments his governing spirits are at rest. These are the text book doodles of a

schoolboy, done covertly as their teachers turn away.

But without the right Medium, a ghost comes back no matter how many times you try to kill

it. The ominous, grave-shaped paintings, stripped of their advertised playfulness and

spontaneity, look on undisturbed – hanging in the eerie, ringing silence of the largest of

Stevenson’s rooms.

Sitting on a conveniently placed, meditative bench, the lonely Rothko looks on, and laments.

Read more about Zander Blom

    

https://artthrob.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/modern_painting_large_detail5.jpg
https://artthrob.co.za/artist/zander-blom/
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He can afford more than pilchards now, but painter Zander Blom
is still taking risks, writes Alexander Matthews

Rorschach taste

Z ANDER Blom crouches down and picks
up a blob of paint that has become
dislodged from a canvas. He holds onto
it as he walks, slowly inspecting the

paintings lining the bowels of Stevenson gallery
in Cape Town. Many of his beige canvases are
taller than our heads; each is painted differently
— there are smoothly smeared melting geo-
metrics, thickly layered oceans of brown and
purple, fat, plasticky beads.

When he’s satisfied that they’ve survived the
trip from Joburg relatively unscathed, we dash
through rain to The Kitchen, a café across from
the gallery. It’s a week before the launch of New
Paintings, his fifth solo show to appear at
Stevenson. Tired of producing work that wa s
becoming increasingly delicate and detailed,
these paintings are “bolder, rougher”, he says.
“I wanted to make more hardcore, weird, punk,
childlike, freer stuff.”

Painted with palette knives and squeezed
from tubes and syringes, Blom’s abstract marks
offer a visceral immersion in his emotional and
imaginative landscape. He compares his work
to a colourful Rorschach test. “T h e re ’s no sto-
r y,” he says. “It keeps floating around, being
open to interpretation. It is perpetually acti-
vating your imagination.”

Blom, 32, grew up in Pretoria. At high school,

he loved painting, often working till three in
the morning on his artworks. After matricu-
lating, he began studying information design
at the University of Pretoria, and was soon
failing his theory subjects because he was too
busy organising group art shows with his
friends, doing printmaking and “a lot of really
lame videos” — the medium, he then believed,
“serious artists” p ra c t i s e d .

While on internships at advertising agen-
cies, he met art directors who made art on the

side. “I realised if I kept on this trajectory, I
was always going to be an artist in my spare
time, and it’s either everything or nothing,”
he says. He decided he would “rather be a
poor artist than a comfortable, unhappy
designer”.

And so, at the end of his second year, he
dropped out, moving to Joburg to become a
full-time artist. His parents were unhappy
with his decision but he managed to con-
vince them to help him cover the rent of a

the past. Abstraction offered an escape
from SA’s politics, identity and history.

Of course, abstraction has a vast histor y
of its own, and engaging with this has been
unavoidable. Blom’s favourite modernists
— Picasso, Francis Bacon, Matisse — h ave
influenced his practice. But instead of feel-
ing burdened by this tradition, he sees their
work and the devices they used as a starting
point he can “plunder” from to create new
work, couched in a language of his own.

room in a friend’s house in Brixton. “I was
completely broke,” he recalls. To make
ends meet, he ate a lot of pilchards and
took on some freelance illustrating work.

Initially, the art he made was mostly
ink drawings on paper because that was
all he could afford. He then created in-
stallations in his room, photographing
them — exhibitions were too expensive.
And he started painting. He had always
wanted to work with oils, though it took
several years before he was confident
enough to share his work. The better he
got, the more tired he became of sitting in
front of a computer editing photos. “If
y o u’re a photographer, you spend 90% of
your time immersed in moments that are
gone. I think it’s hard to live in the pre-
sent. With painting, you’re perpetually in
the present. If it works, it works. If you
c a n’t get it to work, you throw it out and
you start something new.” It’s a process of
“capture rather than manufacture”.

B l o m’s work soon became abstract. He
wanted to avoid “resistance art” — “that
struggle shit” — as he felt it belonged to

Jo burg’s dry, drab winters have inspired
the ochres and browns he’s been using,
while the city’s tension and roughness have
also filtered into his work.

“We ’re quite paranoid living in Brixton,
and I think the paranoia gets into my body
somehow and affects my art,” he says. He
and his wife, Dominque, will soon be mov-
ing to Cape Town for a change of scenery. “I
just hope I don’t move here and start mak-
ing pretty pictures,” he grins.

In March this year, Blom won the Jean-
François Prat, a €20 000 international prize
for young painters. Having never won an
a wa r d before, Blom is happy but a little bit
surprised that “a bunch of people in Europe
want to give some white kid in Africa money
for making paintings”. Aside from the ob-
vious financial fillip, it’s hard to see it hav-
ing much of an impact on his art, however,
when he’s driven by something else entirely.
“The end goal is to just make more and
more exciting work,” he says. LS
• New Paintings is on at Stevenson
Cape Town until October 4.
stevenson.info

Painting ‘1.632 Untitled’. Top, Zander Blom
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Kant’s Blom and Wallpaper 
Zander Blom at STEVENSON in Cape Town 

By M Blackman 

28 August - 04 October. 0 Comment(s)  

 

Zander Blom 
Modern Painting 3 (Floor Pieces), 2014. Mixed media Dimensions variable. 

I have written on several occasions of my concerns about the current swathe of abstract painting that 
has filled our galleries in the last three years. There are at this particular moment three (four if you 
count the residency of Jan-Henri Booyens at the AVA) such exhibitions being held: Zander Blom, 
Kerry Chaloner and Chris van Eeden/Emma Nourse. And I – and here I really do speak for myself – 
am confused. 

There is a time when critics must accept that just because something is not to their liking – or even 
not within their understanding - that there could very well be value in work if there is sustained 
critical approval of it coming from other notable quarters. One of the major factors in addressing the 
work of Zander Blom is that he is represented by Stevenson. Although there are many critical-
Nimrods out there who stalk the internet for any opportunity to take a pot shot at the gallery, the fact 
remains that Stevenson’s role as leading contemporary art experts and groundbreakers is hard to 
deny. To ignore their status and acumen would more often than not be an act of churlishness. 

http://www.artthrob.co.za/Reviews/M_Blackman_reviews_Back_to_the_Future_of_Nostalgia_by_Various_Artists_at_SMAC_ART_GALLERY_STELLENBOSCH.aspx


 

Zander Blom 
1.632 Untitled 
2014 
Oil on linen 
260 x 190 cm 

This is not to say that they haven’t made mistakes. Certainly they have – and I think they would 
freely admit to this. But in the case of Blom they are certainly convinced of his work, in a way that I 
remain uncertain of. In saying this however, like many people out there, I do think Blom’s paintings 
are beautiful. In fact this is my principle concern.  

In attempting to understand the concept of beauty, many art theorists have quoted Immanuel Kant’s 
definition, and have used it as a mantra for understanding what art is. But Kant had two notions of 
beauty. One he called ‘free beauty’ the other ‘dependent’. An object of ‘free beauty’, he suggested, is 
one that is universally considered beautiful because it is free of purpose. Although this kind of object 
seems to have a concept behind it, Kant argued, it does not. He went on to give examples of this: the 
rose and a certain wallpaper that he had in his own meager house. This beauty has no purpose. A 
rose is not beautiful because it attracts bees, we just say it is beautiful because, well, it just is!  

However, Kant argued, this was not the beauty of art. The beauty of art has a distinct purpose to it: it 
is ‘dependent’ on something. It has a concept behind it, which can be explained. If art did not, it 
should be pointed out, then art criticism would be the greatest waste of time ever embarked upon. 
Artworks would simply be beautiful and there would be no purpose or reason behind engaging with 
them critically. Alberti, Vasari, Ruskin, Clark, Sontag, Hughes, Lippard, Krauss, Enwezor, Collings 
would have and are spending their lives in a performance of pure futility. 

And it is here where I question Blom’s work. What is the idea behind it and what is its beauty 
dependent on? Most abstract expressionists from the New York school would have argued that they 
were not simply putting paint on canvas like petals on a flower but rather, as Arthur C Danto put it, 
that their paint ‘embodied meaning’. Certainly the likes of Barnet Newman believed himself to be 
doing something identical to what Michelangelo did. Again Danto’s writing is apt: ‘Abstract painting 
is not without content. Rather, it enables the presentation of content with pictorial limits. That is 
why, from the beginning, abstraction was believed by its inventors to be invested with a spiritual 
reality.’ 

This reality I have no doubt of. On occasion I have (although I am far from a spiritual person) felt 
this spirituality in abstract works. But in feeling this I have always sensed that I am feeling 
something explained from the past. That perhaps there is universal content to that emotion but that its 



forms and methods are transported to me through time and culture. I cannot read works produced in 
New York in 1951 as something that represents the South Africa of 2014 – although part of the joy 
of art is to realise the cross-overs and commonalties. In short, abstract expressionism’s time, when it 
represented the deeper meanings of the human condition, is over – it was of its time or what linguists 
refer to as synchronic. Its current use, if it has a use, must surely address a new set of concerns.  

So where does this leave me with regard to Zander Blom’s work. According to Blom, Matisse 
heavily influences his work, and to be sure, the minute I walked into the gallery I had Matisse in 
mind. But why now, why in 2014, are we going back to Matisse’s late collage period and rendering it 
in abstract expressionist form? How is Blom’s appropriation of these methods of representation 
communicating what it is to be a person in the early 21st century and a person living in South 
Africa? How is all that underpinned late modernism relevant to who and where we are now? 

Perhaps Matisse might offer us some direction. As Robert Hughes pointed out, Matisse, despite 
having lived through and amongst some of the most fraught history of the last two hundred years, 
‘never made a didactic painting or signed a manifesto and there is scarcely one reference to a 
political event – let alone an expression of political opinion – to be found anywhere in his writings.’ 

 

Zander Blom 
1.625 Untitled 
2014 
Oil on linen 
198 x 150cm 

This seems true of Blom. Certainly all of his paintings with their numbered titles are not meant as a 
political statement or even a social one. It is perhaps easy to see that much of the abstract work 
coming out of many painters today, particularly white males, may be just that, a refusal to address 
the current and historical state of this country. What can a white male say and contribute when faced 
with the political reality of South Africa? Perhaps the Rhodes academic, Samantha Vice, is right 
when she argued that in that a certain quietism should indeed be required and felt by white people in 
South Africa.   

Blom does seem to suggest in his artist’s statement that the art world is full of nonsensical utterances 
and political hypocrisies and that he will not be part of it. Blom intimates that his work is essentially 
addressing his response to art history and its relationship to his own emotions. But is this not true of 
most people’s art? And what is more, why is the late modernist approach the best method for doing 
this? Abstraction, as I have argued, was a response to and dependent on a specific time and place, a 

http://mg.co.za/article/2011-10-11-vice-of-white-silence


response to a world at war, dependent on a world of machinery, a world that demanded freedom and 
a world trying to find a new path after the decline of Christianity.   

You might say, fair enough, so is Blom’s. But Blom’s response is a different one in that it contains 
the conservatism of holding onto the past values (i.e. those of abstraction) and this is precisely what 
modernism and abstraction tried to deny. There are, after all, some major differences between 
Matisse and Blom’s response to their environment. Where Matisse was denying the current state of 
affairs; was revolutionary in his approach; was forward thinking and was engaged with the time and 
place even if he denied its politics – Blom and, it must be said, many others painting today are not. 
They are merely dependent on little more than an art historical period. This contemporary group of 
artists are conservatives who look backwards, they are not inventors but assimilators, not spiritualists 
but materialists. 

We live in an age of uncertainty, one that perhaps demands a certain refusal to be drawn into tireless 
mendacious public utterances. However, as Tony Judt said of contemporary writers: ‘In “Politics and 
the English Language,” Orwell castigated contemporaries for using language to mystify rather than 
inform. His critique was directed at bad faith: people wrote poorly because they were trying to say 
something unclear or else deliberately prevaricating. Our problem, it seems to me, is different. 
Shoddy prose today bespeaks intellectual insecurity: we speak and write badly because we don’t feel 
confident in what we think and are reluctant to assert it unambiguously (“It’s only my opinion…”). 
Rather than suffering from the onset of “newspeak,” we risk the rise of “nospeak.”’    

 

Zander Blom 
1.648 Untitled 
2014 
Oil on linen 
50 x 38cm 

One feels that this is perhaps true too of painting. Although not necessarily ‘bad’, in fact with Blom 
is it impossible to say whether he is a good or bad painter (a good applicationist might be a better 
term) but there is a sense of nospeak about his work. Perhaps this is an adequate response to the 
contemporary position of uncertainty; I don’t speak out so that I can exist! The age of the fear of 
saying anything that could be taken to mean something politically incorrect and being roasted on the 
fires of social media is certainly upon us. But if Blom’s art is this refusal then why is this statement 
so clouded in the joy of primary colours and why does it go so well in north facing Clifton 
apartments? That is, is it saying anything more than Kant’s flower and wallpaper? And is it 
dependent on anything other than its surface? 

http://www.artthrob.co.za/Reviews/M_Blackman_reviews_New_Paintings_by_Zander_Blom_at_ST
EVENSON_in_Cape_Town.aspx 
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